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Casey Key Association 

Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting 
October 4, 2021, 4:00pm 

 
Chairperson in Attendance:   Lisa Napolitano 
 
Board Members in Attendance: Maryann Andrews  
     Dan Deems 
     Dawn Doughty      
     Caroline Edwards 
     Lori McMillan 
     Jean Parm 
      
Board Members Absent:  Don Casto III  
     Mary Dee Hicks 
     Denise Lewis 
     Betsy Mangone 
     Marian Price 
       
Residents in Attendance:  Laly Ballard 
     Jerry Cavanagh 
     Mike France 
     Jennifer Mears 
     Grace Schulz 
     Cathy Skelton 
     Steve Slawson 
      Clayton Taylor 
     Maylin & Chris Tribelli 
     Mike Turillo 
 
Meeting Called to Order    
Lisa Napolitano  
4:00pm  
 
Approval of 9/13/21 Minutes 
Lisa Napolitano 
 
A. Agenda, minutes, and financials were emailed to the Board in advance of today’s meeting. 
B. Recommended changes to the past minutes: made by Mary Dee Hicks and documented below. 
C. Lisa made a motion to approve the minutes. Approved and seconded: Dan and Jean. 
  
Treasurer’s Report  
Lisa Napolitano for Denise Lewis    
 
An update will be provided at a later date. 
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President’s Report 
Lisa Napolitano 
 
A. Casey Key Shoreline Resiliency Project update from Mike France and Mike Turillo 
 1. See attachments, which were provided as handouts to attendees. 
 2. Mike Turillo 
 a. Initiative to address erosion to beach and dunes, to sustain continued improvement with reef 

 barriers 
 b. Feasibility study addressed what are the… Real problems? Solutions? Solutions we can do? 
  This is a pre-requisite for anyone wanting to do anything on the beach. 
 3. Mike France 
 a. Longboat, Siesta, Venice, Charlotte: they restore their beaches to protect them over time. 
 b. Longboat: $60M, Siesta: $25 M, Manasota (Sarasota side): $10M, Charlotte: $20M.  
 c. Vern Buchanan said we are about $50M behind the amount that should have been paid by the  

 county, based upon other beaches. 
 4. Mike Turillo 
 a. Phase 1 has been completed. Side benefit of phase 1: state designates degree of severity.  
  The definition of a serious condition has been significantly extended and this is a   

  prerequisite to secure funding. 
 b. Phase 2: detailed design and permitting of sand and structures. 
 1. Goal: submit a permit for the entire project over the next 5 years; implemented in stages. 
 2. This project needs the support at county, state, and federal levels. 
 3. We have had one-on-one meetings with congressional, state, and county commissioners. We  

 have the support of everyone.  
 4. 9/8/21: 5-0 vote by BCC. 
 5. Mike Turillo met with Vern Buchanan today. 
 He lived on CK for ten years. 
 Vern counseled us on how to manage ourselves at the state and county level.  
 We can get further guidance from him.  
 6. During last state legislature period, they sponsored a state level shoreline resiliency   

 project, funded $100M per year. We have submitted a grant to participate in that.  
   CKA is not a legal entity.  
 7. The county has supported our plan. The commissioners have said that they are behind this. 
 8. If we are successful in getting a grant, it will cover 50% of our costs (so $400,000) 
 9. It’s important to be in the county’s capital budget and strategic plan. 
 10. Next step for Mike France & Mike Turillo: to have project included in county plan and 

 capital budget. This is going to be a $50M program. Perhaps to be done again in 7-10 years.  
 11. They think federal funding will cover 50-70%. Vern Buchanan said today if we go back and  

 look at the projects over the past 10-20 years for other islands, we’ll probably find that on 
 average they were 75% funded. The other 25% was covered by state, local, and residents. 

 12. Our objective is to get resident funding as low as possible. 
 13. Artificial barrier: Reef Balls: located in Nokomis, made in Sarasota.  
  One idea: a turtle demonstration project to show that turtle nesting is improved. If we do  

 that, then Mote will get involved. 
 14. Our plan is to benefit the migration of sea turtles along the gulf coast.  
 15. We are thinking about crowd funding to help the turtles and our project. 
 5. Questions for Mike Turillo and Mike France, from residents in attendance: 
 a. Steve Slawson asked, “Does county staff take the lead?” 
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 Reply: For Phase 2, we are in the lead.  
  County staff and commissions agreed that they will look into whether we can do this as  

 co-permitting with the state.  
  Also, we don’t want to have a change in the engineers. We are working with the   

 procurement office to use H&M. 
  Construction will be with the army corps of engineers. 
  Once we get the project included in the Sarasota strategic plan, then they have to put it in  

 the capital budget. We have to continue to push it forward until this point. 
  We have direct contact with all 5 commissioners. 
  Resident support is critical. Residents have to sign on to design and permitting decisions:  

 how sand gets put down and where. Steve Slawson mentioned: Also, funding. 
  First quarter 2022 we will have preliminary designs from engineers. The county should  

 now be working actively with us on the design and permitting phase. The county will be  
 the applicant of the permit. 

 b. Clayton Taylor asked, “Was it explored to lease or permit reef balls as wildlife sanctuary?” 
 Reply: Mike Turillo will explore it. 
 c. Question from resident: “The turtle study would be initiated next spring?” 
 Reply: Yes. 
 6. Donations to the Casey Key Shoreline Resiliency Project 
 a. Mike France said he wants how the money is collected, managed, and utilized to be very clear. 
 b. The CKA is seeking donations. They are also the contracting agent for professionals such as  

  engineers. 
 c. Gulf Coast Community Foundation is the holder of the money, which makes the donations   

 tax-deductible. The GCCF controls the money when we need to pay a bill for a   
 professional, such as engineering or legal.  

 d. Mike France reviewed the page entitled Project Financial Report 
  There is money that needs to be collected before the end of phase II, which is why there  

 are continued requests for donations. 
 e. Steve Slawson asked, “When would we know if we are getting reimbursed for half of the   

 $800,000?”  
   Applications were submitted September 1. The applications are being reviewed at  

  the state level and prioritized. They will come back with questions. Sometime in  
  the first quarter of 2022 we will find out. 

   It won’t reimburse this money. 
   If that money comes in, we have to figure out another mechanism, because these  

  donations are tax-deductible. 
 f. Mary Ann asked, “Have we been over $800,000?” 
   Mike France said no.  
   Originally, there were no pledges. We collected over $100,000. 
   The second campaign was pledge or check. That totaled over $700,000. There are  

  some pledges and checks that have not yet been received. Lisa is working on  
  those. Some checks had to be returned because of date. If we can collect all that,  
  then the $114,000 goes down to $80,000. 

   Before the decision to go forward, the decision was based upon having the money 
  pledged, as well as the expectation of continuing donation drives and continuing  
  progress with the project. 

 g. Mike France asked, “How do you think donation requests should be communicated to residents? We  
 want to understand how best to communicated.” 
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  1. Clayton Taylor said: Neighbors have said, “Why should I send money?” 
   His answer: Anything we do to improve Casey Key, such as snorkeling   

  opportunities, raises the property value. 
  2. We need to be able to communicate answers for south, mid, and north key. 
  3. Mike France said: Property value is maintained and advanced with an ongoing   

  program. 
  4. Question from resident: When did the campaign start? 
    March 2020 
  5. Comment from resident: Residents might want to know how may campaigns. 
   Phase 3: Federal, State, County, and private: we don’t know that amount yet.  

  Special Taxing District will show up on the tax bill on residents.  
   Mike Turillo said: there are different ways to split it. We want to keep that as  

    small as possible. 
   Mike France said: we have data from the previous collections, so we could put  

    together a donation profile. 
   https://thecaseykeyshorelineresiliencyproject.com/  has all information about this 

    project. 
  6. We should bullet the macro level benefits.  
  7. Mike France said: the mean high water line has moved over 70 feet in 12 years. 
  8. We have to communicate the benefits. Residents need to be informed about what’s  

  being done right. We are suggesting doing things with mother nature.  
  9. We need the message to be simplified. 
  10. Also, we need to explain the benefits to people on the bay side. 
 7. Sand and Reef Balls 
 a. Mike Turillo: the big unknown is where we are going to pull the sand from. That is part of the  

 design work. It’s more work to get the sand out of the gulf. 
 b. Question from resident: “Once we put the sand on the beach what will keep it there?” 
  Mike Turillo replied: The mitigation structures, the reef balls, will capture the sand,  

  creating an artificial reef. Also, we will be anticipating the consequences that are  
  exacerbating the problem. We will have a resiliency project that sustains itself.  

  Mike France added: If you don’t do the program, the evidence from the feasibility study  
  proves that the sand doesn’t always come back, except for the far north and the  
  south end jetty, which are now stable. The 5 miles in the middle are continuing to  
  erode away. If you allow the middle to disintegrate, then the north end and south  
  end will be adversely affected. 

 c. Question from resident: Will the mitigation structures cover the north and south end? 
  Mike Turillo replied: The north and south ends might not use reef balls. There might be  

  another solution; other than reef balls. That’s an engineering question that we  
  don’t have the answer to yet. 

 d. Question from resident: What is the reef ball depth?  
  Depth will be determined by whether it’s a hard surface or not. You can place them so  

 that at high tide you don’t see them. Or you can place them so that you don’t see them at 
   all. 

  Location: 100 feet off shore. 
  The turtles like the reef balls. 
 e. Steve Slawson mentioned the safety issue for boats 
 The reef balls will be staggered. There has to be a channel for boats to come through. 
 There has to be an identification and navigation piece. 
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 8. Project History 
 a. In 2017, Mike Turillo presented to Casey Key Foundation, which built this library. How should the 

 foundation be spending its money? Mike Turillo presented a plan to deal with erosion.  
 b. In January 2019, at the annual meeting, when road designs were discussed, it initiated the beach  

  project. 
 9. Lisa thanked Mike & Mike and the working group. 
 
B. South Casey Key Initiatives update from Clayton Taylor 
 1. See attachments, which were provided as handouts to attendees. 
 2. Clayton had been speaking to the county about storm water, litter, etc.  
 3. 8/10/21: community phone call with the entire county staff. 
 4. See page 3 of attachments/handouts. 
  a. Spencer’s team said they would raise the level of the pavement. 
  b. They moved the signs. 
  c. They decided to close the parks at 10pm. 
   d. They are looking into a skimmer, which is a panel. 
 5. See page 4 of attachments/handouts. 
  a. Not one big project; broken into smaller projects. 
  b. Cross walks will be re-striped. 
 6. See page 1 of attachments/handouts: trespassing, signage, security, safety, Icard Merill. 
 7. See last page of attachments/handouts: 3 petitions. 
 8. Clayton brought signs to show everyone. See attachments. 
  a. His wife Pam is looking into how to mass produce these signs.  
  b. The smaller signs go 20 feet from mean high water line. 
  c. Everyone at the meeting was impressed with the signs. 
  d. Lisa suggested that we could sell them in the CK boutique. 
 9. November 4: Clayton will attend Park Advisory Council Meeting. 
 10. Dawn thanked Clayton and the south key residents for their hard work. 
 
C. Casey Key Road Repairs at North Key Revetment (500-700 Block of North Casey Key Road): County road 

project 
 1. Mary Dee emailed Caroline and Lisa with comments regarding the 9/13/21 minutes.  
 2. Since Mary Dee was not able to attend the 9/13/21 and 10/4/21 meetings, Caroline read Mary Dee’s  

 comments aloud during the 10/4/21 meeting and has documented them below: 
 3. Mary Dee’s suggested amendments to the 9/13/21 minutes are italicized: 
   1. County had selected and pursued the engineering of a rock revetment over the    
   past year +. 
  2. Erickson Engineering, the firm hired by the county to design the road stabilization structure,  
   subsequently proposed an alternative seawall design last summer. 
   3. County public works officials held a meeting with property owners to discuss the seawall and  
   rock revetment solutions. Property owner preferences were later solicited, and 6   
   residents indicated a preference for a seawall, two preferred a rock revetment, and some  
   did not respond. 
   4. The seawall option will include space between the road and the wall for private use by   
   property owners. It does not include any beach renourishment or addition of sand  
   seaward of the wall. Access to the water will be the responsibility of property owners. 
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   5. County public works officials prefer a seawall because of ease of construction and access for  
   later road repairs. They have suggested that the design of the wall constitutes an   
   enhancement to private property and are likely to leverage this feature as additional  
   rationale for cost-sharing with property owners.  
   6. County officials are requesting time on the Board of County Commissioners agenda to   
   propose authorizing Erickson to design a seawall for the north location. They have  
   agreed to inform the CKA when this will appear on the BCC agenda. 
   Eliminate this line: 3. Seawall seems to be likely. 
  Eliminate this line: 4. A seawall would provide sand, as well as steps to the water. 
  Eliminate this line: 5. A rock revetment would not provide sand. 
  6. The road repairs are a critical issue. 
  7. Project is likely to start in 2022. 
  4. North Key residents at the 10/4/21 meeting expressed that they “just want to get it done.” 
 
Security 
Dawn Doughty 
 
A. Security service provided by the Sheriff’s Office. 
 1. Off duty sheriffs: 4 times per week, for 4 hour shifts, to patrol entire CK. We have the ability to  

 increase during high season. 
  (In addition, we have regular sheriffs that patrol CK.) 
 2. Caroline suggested the timeframes be later, such as including and after sunset. 
 3. When the sheriffs come on shift, they text Dawn. 
 4. They have a list of duties. 
 5. They do not go into the park, because CKA is not paying for the park; that is the job of the Parks  

 Department. Exception: at the end of shift, during high season, they will check on the  
 number of RVs. 

 6. Everyone needs to call the sheriff’s office to get those calls logged. 
 7. Dawn did not receive the latest incident report. 
B. The Park Department does not have staff to come lock the gate, which would require both a Parks   

Department employee and a sheriff to enforce it. Years ago they did lock it. 
C. Dawn is looking at license plate readers. They are $5,000 per camera. We would need two on each   

bridge and a couple others. That’s an annual expense.  
D. In order to write a ticket, that’s Traffic Enforcement.  
 
Membership and Online Directory 
Dan Deems 
 
A. Percentage renewed to date: 22%. 
B. Starting in a week, Dan begins a campaign with emails, texts, and door to door. 
C. Anyone is welcome to put together a paper directory. If we have a volunteer, they can do it. 
 We have the file from two years ago. It’s not something we can download from our website. 
D. Lori offered to hold a meet & greet in January at her home. 
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Communication and Website 
Lisa Napolitano 
 
mycaseykey.com is the CKA website and a resource for all CKA information, as well as the boutique. 
 
 
Casey Key Boutique 
Jean Parm 
 
A. New item: Yeti water bottle with Casey Key logo. $35 
 Bottle fits in golf cart, boat, etc.  
 Keeps beverages cold longer or hot longer.    
B. Cabinet is filled with merchandise. 
C. Jean wants more adult and kids hats. 
D. $2,000 was requested for purchases. 
 The board voted unanimously to approve that request. 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned   
Lisa Napolitano  
 

• Lisa made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 5:53pm. Approved and seconded: Dan and Mary Ann. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
Caroline Edwards 
CKA Secretary  


